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Abstract
This report describes the results of a graduate project of the study Industrial Engineering and
Management Science. This project was conducted at Siemens Customer Integrated
Services, a part of Siemens the Netherlands. It focuses on the service parts inventory in
Zoetermeer. A method is developed to manage this inventory while taking into account the
various service level agreements with the customers. A tool is developed which helps to
manage and evaluate the inventory. This tool is tested in a pilot at one of the service
departments of Siemens.
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Preface
This report presents the results of my Master's thesis project, which is the final phase of the
study Industrial Engineering and Management Science at the Eindhoven University of
Technology. This project was carried out at Siemens N.V. The project dealt with the
inventory control of the service parts at the business centre in Zoetermeer.
I could not have done this project all by myself, therefore I would like to thank a number of
people. First of all I would like to thank Dr. Tarkan Tan , my supervisor of the Eindhoven
University of Technology and Professor Paul van Beek, my supervisor of the Wageningen
University. I also owe many thanks to Koos Huibers, for providing the software tool in Delphi.
At Siemens I would like to thank Henk Jansen for his support during the whole project. I
would also like to thank my colleagues at Siemens, who were always willing to help and
made sure I had an enjoyable stay at Siemens.
In my personal life, I received much support from my family and friends. Therefore I would
like to thank all my friends for their advice and interest in my project. Especially I want to
thank Shilpa for supporting me all the time.
Lastly, I would like to thank my parents and sister for their infi nite support during my studies.

Hauke Zuurmond
Eindhoven , July 2007
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Management Summary
This Master Thesis project of the Eindhoven University of Technology was conducted at
Siemens Customer Integrated Service, one of the divisions of Siemens. This division delivers
integral services in the field of electrical technology, electronics, information and
communication technology to the customers of Siemens. The project was initiated because
Siemens wanted to know in which way they could manage their service parts inventory. This
should be done while keeping in mind the service level agreements Siemens has with its
customers. The project consisted of four stages :
•
•
•
•

Orientation
Analysis
Design
Implementation

Orientation:

In the orientation phase the aim was to get to know Siemens and also to orientate on the
problem given by the company itself.
At the end of the orientation phase a problem formulation was stated:
As part of the "fit 4 more" program strategic inventory control is one of the issues within
Siemens at the moment. The inventory of the service parts has not got a formal control policy
at the moment. The aim of this project is to develop such a control policy and a tool that can
support it.
Also several research questions were formulated concerning:
•
•
•

The inventory control
The service level agreements
The service parts

The orientation phase was concluded with a project approach.
Analysis:

In the analysis phase a in-depth analysis is made on the problem formulation .
The current processes concerning the service process were analyzed, and in particularly
how the service inventory was managed. In this analysis it became clear that at the moment
there is no clear policy at Siemens on how to manage the service parts inventory. This is the
responsibility of Material Management. Until now they manage the service parts inventory
without using a method that was founded on an inventory holding model, it is done on
intuition and past experience.
It was concluded that a method should be develop to control the service parts inventory. This
was formulated in the project assignment:
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This project assignment can be illustrated in a schematic overview which can be seen in
figure 1.

Installed Base

Products Sold to Customer of
Siemens The Netherlands

Stam Data Base

Service Level Agreemen1
with Customer of Siemens
The Netherlands

SKU informatior

,,
Inventory Policy for SKU
stored at the Service Plant

Tool

Figure 1: Project assignment
Design:

In the design phase a method is given on how to determine how to manage a service item.
An answer is given on how to decide whether or not an item is needed as a service part, and
if it needs to be stocked in the service inventory of Siemens the Netherlands .
After this a theoretical inventory holding policy is given for the service parts that should be
kept in stock. With this policy it can be determined on how to manage the service inventory
(whether or not to keep a service item in stock, when to order such a service item , when to
take a service item out of stock and how much to order), while making a distinction between
the various service level agreements with the customers. This distinction could be made by
using critical levels in the inventory, at which customers of a certain customer class were not
longer served .
There is made a distinction between the slow and fast moving items. For the slow moving
items a one-by-one replenishment strategy can be used , in which a multi-class demand
model made it possible to make a distinction among the various service level agreements.
The fast moving items can use a batch ordering model, which in the literature uses two
demand classes.
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The service level that is chosen for the models to work with is the fill rate . This is the fraction
of demand that is met routinely, without backorders or lost sales. This can be interpreted with
the equation:

.
Demand ful fi lled
Fi 11- rate =-- - - - Total demand
After these models are introduced the required data is described , the data needed for
determination of the inventory policy are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The I-Base (installed base) at the customer
The mean delivery time of a service item
The failure rate of a service item
The material master of a service item
The current inventory status of a service item
The service level agreements that are linked to the products and therefore directly
with the service items in the products. With these service level agreements the
desired fill rate is determined

After this was done the slow and fast moving items models were described in depth, and an
approximation method was given for also applying multiple demand classes with the batch
ordering model.
The slow moving items model was programmed in a tool with the prog ramm ing software
Borland Delphi 2005. This tool makes it possible to determine the inventory policy for a
service item taking into account up to five demand classes. The fast moving items model was
also tested by programming it in an excel sheet. With the use of a simulation model both of
these models proved to be working correctly .
Implementation

With a pilot at one of the service departments of Siemens, the tool was implemented. From
the results of this pilot it could be seen that the inventory was not managed the way Siemens
wanted at the moment. Some items needed less inventory, while others needed more. When
analysing the data it could be seen that with having 14% less items in inventory, which made
up 32% of the total inventory value the same (even a bit higher, a fill rate of 96% compared
to 94%) service level could be reached.
This showed that significant improvement could be made by managing the inventory with the
help of the developed tool.
The project also came along some recommendations for future research. This should be
focused on the data management and on the possibility of using the batch order model in a
tool.
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Introduction

In this report an overview of a project is given which took place at Siemens Customer
Integrated Service. It focussed on the inventory control of the service inventory at Siemens
the Netherlands. It is a graduation project of the department Operational, Planning,
Accounting and Control, which is part of the faculty Industrial engineering and management
science of the Eindhoven University of Technology.
A model by Kempen and Keizer (1996) is used to structure the report. The model uses an
approach which consists of four steps; Orientation, Analysis, (Re)Design and
Implementation.
Orientation
In this phase the company is introduced. In chapter 2 the company is described and in
chapter 3 it is stated why the project was initially started. The current situation concerning the
problem is also taken into account and at the end of the chapter the problem description and
approach is given.
Analysis
After the orientation phase, an in-depth analysis will be made of the factors that influence the
problem that is described in chapter 3. The objective is to determine how these factors
should be taken into account in the (re)design phase. In chapter 4 this in-depth analysis of
the current processes is described. The analysis phase is concluded in chapter 5 with the
project assignment.
(Re}Design
The design phase begins with a chapter (6) on the design requirements the tool needs. After
these requirements are determined the models are described in chapter 7. In chapter 8 these
models are programmed in a tool, which is also tested.
Implementation
In chapter 9 an implementation is described, this was done with a pilot at one of the service
departments of Siemens. The last chapter of the report (10) gives conclusions and
recommendations.

In figure 2 a schematic overview of the structure of the report can be seen.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Chapter 2 - The
organization
Orientation
Chapter 3Problem
Orientation

Chapter4Current Processes
Analysis
Chapter 5 - Project
assignment

Chapter 6 - Design
requirements

Chapter 7- Model
development

Design
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tool

Chapter 9lmplementation
Implementation
Chapter 10Conclusions and
recommendations

Figure 2: Structure of report
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The organization

This chapter gives a description of the organization and the activities of Siemens. In section
2.1 Siemens AG will be introduced. Siemens in the Netherlands is described in section 2.2.
The division Customer Integrated Services of Siemens N.V. is mentioned in section 2.3. The
chapter finishes with a description of the support centre (§2.4) where the research is
conducted.

2. 1

Siemens AG

Siemens AG is one of the world's largest electrical engineering and electronics companies
and has its headquarters in Berlin and Munich. The company was founded in 1847 by
Werner von Siemens. In 2005 Siemens AG had approximately 461,000 employees and
posted sales of €75,5 billion from their operations. The net income for 2005 was €3, 1 billion
in total.
Siemens has activities in more than 190 countries and there are around 600 plants, research
facilities and sales offices worldwide. The Company businesses are focused on six key
areas:
• Information and Communications
• Automation and Control
• Power
• Transportation
• Medical
• Lighting
The global business operations at Siemens are the responsibility of 13 Groups; this includes
Siemens Financial Services and Siemens Real Estate. The company is also a partner in joint
ventures with Bosch in the household appliances sector (BSH Bosch-Siemens Hausgerate)
and with Fujitsu in computer systems (Fujitsu Siemens Computers). In appendix 1 the
corporate structure of Siemens AG can be found.
The six business areas reflect the mega trends of the future. Siemens is developing solutions
for the major challenges of the future in the fields of healthcare, energy, water,
communications, mobility, security, logistics and automation .

2.2

Siemens in the Netherlands

Over 150 years Siemens has been operating in the Netherlands. With sales of around €1 .4
billion, the Siemens Group is one of the largest organizations in the fields of electrical
engineering and electronics in the Netherlands.
Siemens has approximately 3.400 employees in the Netherlands and operates in virtually
every area of electrical engineering and electronics. Siemens provides total solutions for their
customers in the areas of energy, living and working, mobility, education, communication,
safety, healthcare and industry.
Over 50% of the company's sales comes from value added in the Netherlands in the form of
project management, consulting, engineering, hardware and software development,
manufacturing and assembly, as well as logistics, installation, commissioning, servicing,
maintenance, repairs, training and services such as insourcing.
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Siemens is represented in the Netherlands by the following operating companies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Siemens Nederland N.V.
Siemens Lease B.V.
Siemens Audiologie Techniek B.V.
Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery B.V.
Siemens VDO Trading B.V.
Siemens-Milltronics Process Instruments B.V.
Osram Benelux B.V.
Fujitsu Siemens Computers B.V.
Siemens Va Tech
Siemens- Fleder en -Loher

Figure 3 shows some characteristics of the Siemens Group in the Netherlands over the past
three years.
N t lncom

s

s

·9 .6

1, 416
,
l_
_ ___.__, ...___,..__
2003
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l

2004

2005 ; 2003

2004

2005

Figure 3: Characteristic Data of Siemens Group the Netherlands
This project is executed at Siemens N.V, which has its headquarters in The Hague and a
business centre in Zoetermeer. Appendix 2 gives an overview of the organizational structure
of Siemens N.V.

2.3

Siemens Customer Integrated Services

One of the divisions of Siemens N.V. is Customer Integrated Services (CIS). This division
delivers integral services in the field of electrical technology, electronics, and information and
communication technology to the customers. The main aim is to establish a constructive and
long-lasting relationship with the sales divisions as well as the customers. CIS has
approximately 1000 employees.
CIS main tasks are:
• Engineering, production, installation, taking into service, preventive and corrective
maintenance, together with or without partners, in the relevant markets and branches
of Siemens.
• Support of the primary business processes of customers or executing secondary
business processes to establish continuity and an incline of efficiency, effectiveness
of the processes.
• Focus on the employees and the storing of the knowledge as the most important
source and basis for success, where entrepreneurship and innovation are a
continuing challenge.
7
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This will be accomplished by a transparent and supply chain focused collaboration together
with the sales divisions of Siemens and partners.
CIS has several divisions that support the various sales divisions and external customers. In
figure 4 an overview is made of the seven divisions.

Customer
Integrated
Services

I

I
Service Building
Technologies

Engineering and
Commissioning

Support Center

Service Medical
Solutions

Service
Information &
Communication

Industry , Mobility
& Assembling

Liaison Office

Figure 4: Siemens CIS structure

2.4

Support Centre

The CIS Support Centre (SC) is a department that supports the other departments of CIS. In
this way the other departments can completely focus on servicing their customers. Around 40
employees work at the SC, which is divided in four groups. Every group has its own
activities, some for the whole division and some for a select group. The four groups are:
• Operational Services
• Management Consulting & Support
• Call Intake/Dispatching
• CEB
The SC has both an operational as a consultative and supporting task within the operational
and secondary processes of the divisions CIS. SC will be the group to lead the project when
there is the possibility of achieving synergy between these processes of CIS.
This project takes place at Material Management (MM) . This is part of the operational
services. Their aim is to realize a service parts inventory as low as possible, while still
covering the strategic and daily service parts requirements of the service departments. This
means fulfilling the service level agreements they have with their customers.

8
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Problem orientation

In this chapter the problem orientation phase is described. In section 3.1 the "Fit 4 More"
program is described, in which this project can be placed. Section 3.2 shows the current
performance of the service parts inventory. The problem formulation is stated in section 3.3
together with the research questions that arise with that. In the final section (§3.4) the project
approach is described.

3. 1

Fit 4 More

Siemens has started the "Fit 4 More" program in November 2005. This is a program in which
Siemens focuses on 4 basic areas:
•
•
•
•

Performance and Portfolio
Operational Excellence
People Excellence
Corporate Responsibility

This project is started as part of the operational excellence in which Siemens wants to
improve their company performance constantly. Operational excellence creates the
conditions to offer world class products and solutions. Siemens can accomplish this by
having and using the best processes.
Siemens has to make use of their global competitiveness : Being the best in the world in
everything Siemens does. This means excel in everything they do, like cost control; making
use of synergy and sales management.
Another part in which Siemens wants to excel is the process management. Process
management can be seen as systematically analyzing and improving processes. This is
done with the aim to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the processes constantly.
There are three kinds of processes within Siemens:
•
•
•

Management Processes
Business Processes
Support Processes

This project deals with the inventory control of the service parts. This is part of the business
type Service, which belongs to the Business Processes. There are three different types of
these Business processes:
•
•
•

Customer Relationship Management
Supply Chain Management
Product Lifecycle Management

All three types influence the inventory control of the service parts. Customer relationship
management deals for example with the service level agreements (SLA's) with the
customers and therefore what has to be kept in stock to satisfy the requirements of these
agreements. Supply chain management determines things like the routings of the service
parts goods flows and where and how much they need to be stocked. Product lifecycle
management also influences the inventory control of the service part, because each lifecycle
phase needs a different approach as to how much inventory to keep in stock.

9
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In the past there have already been projects in which one has taken a look at the service
parts inventory control. In 1995 Edwin Sengers of the Technical University of Eindhoven did
his master thesis at Siemens with the title "Het optimaliseren van de voorraad spare parts bij
Siemens" (Optimizing the spare parts inventory at Siemens).

3.2

Current Performance

As mentioned earlier one of the responsibilities of the support centre is to manage the
service parts inventory. Managing a service parts inventory is completely different from the
more common sales inventory control. The items often have a low demand and can have a
very high price. The specific item to be controlled will be called a stock-keeping unit (SKU).
(Silver, Pyke and Peterson(1998))
Inventory Control
The inventory control is performed by the logistic controllers/service delivery managers of the
service departments and is supported by material management of the support centre. There
is no clear policy that is used for the service parts. The policy that is used most of the times
resembles the (S-1 , S) policy, which means that when an item is taken out of the stock, a
new one is ordered at the supplier. The level of the inventory is set by the service
departments, with material management giving advice on that.
Initial stock
Until now there are no clear formal policies in which are described how to control the service
parts inventories. The service delivery manager determines how much and what service
parts have to be stocked when a new installation is installed. When determining this he also
takes into account the advice of the German headquarters. Most of the times it happens that
only one item is kept in stock in the beginning.
Stock replenishment
The stock is replenished by the MM and the responsible persons of the service departments.
They get their information from SPIRIDON, the SAP program that is used by Siemens, and
by the actual physical information from the warehouse. The decision they make when and
how much to order is done intuitively. They do take into account the delivery time of the
suppliers and the mean time between failures (MTBF).
End of life items
The usage of the items is analyzed; when the demand declines a decision has to be made
whether or not to keep the item in stock. The specialists of the service departments decide
when items need not be in stock anymore. This is done by analyzing if a service item is still
included in a service level agreement with a customer. If this is not the case it is usually an
old service part that can not be sold anymore and is therefore discarded.
When a supplier stops delivering items an estimation is made on past data on how much
items are needed in the future.
Clients are sometimes also offered to replace their current products with new ones, in this
way the older items need not be kept in stock anymore.

10
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Classification
At the moment the service parts are classified in different groups according to some
characteristics. A distinction that is made is between repairable and consumable items. The
SKUs are also assigned to the various service departments.
When analyzing the data of the usage of the service parts of the past five years a distinct
Pareto's curve can be seen. This is illustrated in figure 5. The graph shows the number of
service parts compared to the value of the total usage of the items. It can be seen that 20%
of the parts make up over 90% of the total value used and 50% of the items add only 3% to
the total value used for service. This means that a small group of service parts are
responsible for a big part of the total value of usage for service.
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Figure 5: Total Value of Used SKUs during period 1999-2005
There is also a clear distinction between the fast and slow movers over the past 5 years. This
is shown in figure 6. 95% of the total number of service parts taken out of stock where from
only 10% of the various individual service parts that are kept in stock. 50% of the spare parts
only made up 2 % of the total number of items taken out of stock. In appendix 3 the Pareto
curves per profit centre are given.
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Figure 6: Items used during period 1999-2005
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Inventory turnover
A performance measure for inventory management is inventory turnover (Silver, Pyke, and
Peterson) . The inventory turnover is defined as the costs of the items that are used in a
certain period divided through the average inventory value during this period:
r
Cost of Items Used
I nventory .i urnover = - - - - - - - - - Va lue of Average Inventory

The inventory turnover for the period between 21-1-2006 and 21-4-2006 had values ranging
from 0 to over 900. These values are calculated by SPIRIDON .
Service Level Agreements (SLA 's)
Suppliers: There have not been made agreements with all the suppliers on delivery times
and service rates . There are also no clear agreements on the time it takes for a repairable
item to be return back in stock.
Clients: In SPIRIDON the SLA's with the customers can be found. Not all customers have an
SLA with Siemens. In these SLA's for example the time-to-arrival at the client's site are
mentioned.
Installed Base
The installed base at the customer's side is registered in SPIRIDON. CMDB, a department
that maintains the SAP program , control is responsible to keep this information up-to-date.
Until now there are still some problems with the accuracy of this data. There needs to be a
direct connection between the Stam Data Base (SOB) and the IB. The SOB gives an
overview of all the items Siemens offers to the customers, and therefore the potential service
parts. The IB shows which products are actually installed at the customers.
Replenishment lead times
The time between ordering an item and receiving it varies per supplier and per SKU. With
some supplier agreements have been made on these lead times. Different replenishment
lead times can be seen. There is a distinction between the time of replenishment of a
consumable service part and a repairable service part.

12
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Value of stock/depreciation
The value of the items in stock on 13 April 2006 differ from over €250.000 to €0 ,01 . In figure
7 an overview of this stock position can be seen . These are 6147 SKUs. There is also a very
large quantity of stock that is listed as having no value.
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Figure 7: Stock Position 13-4-2006
When service items are obsolete, they will be discarded. An item is obsolete when there is
no use anymore for the service part. This is decided by material management. During the
time that the service items are in stock they are depreciated. There is made a distinction into
4 categories when writing off these items, from 95% depreciation in one year till 95%
depreciation in four years. The percentages that are depreciated can be found in table 1 . The
items are allocated to a group on the basis of the SLA's with the customers. At the moment
there are 105 SKUs in group1 , group 2 consists of 46 SKUs, group 3 has 3319 SKUs and the
remaining 4148 SKUs are in group 4.

Cate
0-1
1-2
2-3
3-4
At the end of 2005 the gross value of the inventory was around 8.665.000 euro while the net
value was almost 3.600.000 euro. These gross and net values are divided among the service
departments. An overview can be seen in table 2.
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ICN Total
ICS Total
MED Total
OOP Total
S IND A&D Total
SBT Total
INS Total

5.281.946
8.681
586.603
13.826
120.925
873.707
1.779.342

0%
7%
0%
1%
10%

2.130.023
6.041
367.682
8.969
74.669
479.874
531.953

The time the items have been in stock without moving can be seen by looking at the values
in table 3, while in table 4 the gross values are divided over the service departments.

Table 3: Gross Value of Items over Time in Stock

4-6 Months
7-12Months
13-18Months
19-24Months
25-36Months
37-48Months

5%
18%
8%
9%
11%
5%

€ 1.520.020
€ 660.970
€ 742.667
€ 917.712

7%
20%
7%
6%
4%
1%

€ 719.982
€ 253.390
€ 200.860
€ 154.887
€ 35.104
€ 59.421

ross Value over Time in stock er Service De

4Mnths-6Mnths
7Mnths-12Mnths
13Mnths-18Mnths
19Mnths-24Mnths
25Mnths-36Mnths
37 Mnths-48Mnths

4%
21%
8%
10%
13%
6%

3%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

5%
5%
5%
1%
2%
2%

17%
0%
4%
0%
0%
3%

17%
15%
8%
1%
1%
0%

6%
19%
9%
4%
7%

4%
12%
8%
8%

3%

Globalization
Within Siemens a trend can be seen of inventory being stocked at a centralized location.
Siemens Medical Systems already stores its service parts in a central warehouse in
Germany, from which can be delivered within 24 hours. Siemens BT is also investigating the
possibility of moving their inventory to Germany. In this way the inventory of service parts for
several countries can be combined in one location and therefore the variance of the demand
can be combined which can result in a lower inventory to be held in stock.
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Problem Formulation and Research Questions

As part of the "fit 4 more" program strategic inventory control is one of the issues within
Siemens at the moment. The inventory of the service parts has not got a formal control policy
at the moment. The aim of this project is to develop such a control policy and a tool that can
support it.
The questions that have to be answered are:
Inventory control:
This control policy should at the end answer the following general inventory control questions
(Fortuin and Martin , 1999):
•
•
•

Which items are needed as a service part by Siemens to perform service towards
their customers?
Which of these items should be stocked in the service inventory at Siemens the
Netherlands?
How should the inventory be dealt with? When to (re)order and how much to
(re)order?

Service level agreements:
The inventory policies should be determined while keeping in mind the service level
agreements with the customers and the suppliers. The following questions should be asked
when analyzing these SLA's:
•
•
•
•

With which customers does Siemens have SLA's?
How are these SLA's constructed , what is mentioned in the SLA's?
How does Siemens (want to) make a difference between the various kinds of SLA's
they have with their customers?
How does Siemens (want to) treat customers without SLA's

Service parts:
Information that is required of the service parts:
•
•
•
•

For which items does Siemens need to supply service parts (possible SKUs in the
field)?
What is the installed base at the customers?
What information is needed from these SKUs?
What information is available on these SKUs?
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Project Approach

The policy and tool are developed after an analysis of the current situation . In this analysis
the requirements for the policy and tool are formulated . These requirements come from the
needs of the company itself and from the relevant literature that deals with service parts
control. In figure 8 the project approach is given.
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Figure 8: Project Approach (Van Aken, Van der Bij and Berends (2001))
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Current processes

In this chapter an overview is given of the current processes that influence the service parts
at Siemens. This will be shown by describing the good flows of these service parts and how
they are controlled in the supply chain .

4. 1

The supply chain

In this section a general overview of the supply chain network is given (§4.1.1 ). In 4.1.2 the
various kind of service parts are described and in the last part the SPIRIDON program is
introduced (§4.1.3).

4.1.1 The supply chain network
The service parts of Siemens are produced or repaired by internal and external suppliers.
They deliver their products to the European Central Warehouse (ECW) or directly to the
national warehouses. The internal suppliers are Siemens companies and the external
suppliers are various companies like Marconi, Cisco etc. The products that are delivered at
the ECW are shipped to the National Warehouses or directly to the Service Engineers. The
service parts that are stored in the National Warehouses are delivered to or picked up by the
Service Engineers, when they are needed. The Service Engineers use these service parts to
repair a defect at the Installed Base (IB) of the client. An overview of this network can be
seen in figure 9.
Almost all the service parts of MED are directly shipped from the ECW in Germany to the
client/service engineer, they do not stock them at the national warehouse in Zoetermeer.
Suppliers

European
Central
Warehouse

National
Warehouses

Service
Engineers

Installed Base

Figure 9: Impression of Siemens' supply chain for service parts
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4.1.2 Service parts
There
•
•
•

are three different kinds of service parts :
Repair and return (Spiridon code: H1)
Credit return (Spiridon code: H2)
Consumables (Spiridon code: H3)

Repair and return items (Ht items)
When these items are defective, they are replaced by the service engineer with new items.
After the replacement these defect items are sent back to the suppliers for repair. When they
are repaired they are then transported back to the Siemens warehouse where they are
stocked. When these items are placed back into stock they a considered as new items.
Credit return items (H2 items)
Credit return items are also replaced with new items by the service engineers. When the
defect service item is sent back to the supplier Siemens gets another new item back with a
discount. In this case the lead-time between taking the defect part out of the IB at the
customer and getting a new/repaired item back into stock is shorter compared to the repair
and return items. The price on the other hand will be higher most of the time .
Consumable items (H3 items)
After replacing a consumable item a service engineer will dispose the item. It has no more
value left and it will not come back into stock when no new items are ordered.

4.1.3 SPIRIDON
In 2005 Siemens has implemented SPIRIDON, a SAP R/3 program , to control their
processes. This program is used to have the same standardized landscape through
templates for all Siemens groups. In the program the financial functions are incorporated as
well as the logistic transactions.
An overview of all the stock keeping units (SKUs) is given in the Stam Data Base in
SPIRIDON. The Installed Base (IB) gives an overview of all the products that are sold to the
customers , while in the service level agreements (SLA's) the commitments towards these
customers are mentioned.
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Supply chain activities and coordination

There are several steps in the repair process of a defect at a client. In this section they will
be discussed. The phases in which a repair is dealt with are:
• Call intake (§4.2.1)
• Dispatching (§4.2.2)
• Repair (§4.2.3)
• Material Management (§4.2.4)

4.2.1 Call intake
A client reports a defect by contacting the call centre at Siemens. The call centre notes down
the client details and the defect characteristics. With this information a notification is made
and sent through to dispatching.

4.2.2 Dispatching
After the notification is received from the call centre, the dispatcher analyses the defect to get
more detailed information on what is the client's problem. If possible they try to solve the
problem by phone with the customer himself, but most of the time this will not be the case .
After analysis and when the defect can not be dealt with from distance the dispatcher wil l
assign a service engineer to the notification . The availability of the service part that is
probably needed is checked and if present assigned to the notification. A sign is given to
KOhne&Nagel (an external service provider who controls the warehouse) to pick the service
item from the inventory. If the item is not available, then the item will be ordered through
Material Management.
Dispatching decides if the service part will be picked up by the engineer at the counter of the
warehouse , delivered "in-night" by TNT in the car of the engineer or send by courier directly
to the customer's site.

4.2.3 Repair
When the service engineer has received the defect notification and has picked up/received
the service parts or if the service parts have arrived at the customer's site, he will try to repair
the defect. Siemens has the service strategy that they want to have a first-time-fix policy for
the repair. This means that the service part needed for repair should be with the engineer
when he arrives.
But it can happen that the service engineer does not have the right service part to solve the
problem of the customer. In that case the service engineer orders the service part via the
dispatcher and the item will be supplied to him according to one of the three methods
mentioned earlier (counter/in-car/courier) .
After the defect is repaired, the defect service parts will either be dropped of by the service
engineers at the counter of the warehouse , picked up by TNT from the in-car stock and
brought to the warehouse or picked up at the customer's site and dropped of at the
warehouse or supplier. The H3 items will be disposed in the warehouse and the H1 and H2
items are sent to the suppliers.

4.2.4 Material Management
Material Management (MM) takes care of the operational control of most of the service parts,
service MED orders their service parts themselves , while IMA also takes care of a part of
their inventory.
MM makes sure that items are kept in stock correctly and ordered when needed. This is
done by examining the stock information . If they notice that a stock level is at the reordering
level they order the item with the predefined order quantity. Until now they have done this on
intuition . They also order the service parts that come from the orders of the dispatchers.
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Another responsibility is to make sure that the repairable defect items are handled
correctly, returned to the supplier, and eventually end up in the warehouse again.

Figure 10 gives a simplified overview of the service process. In appendix 4, a more detailed
overview of this process can be found .
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Project assignment

The aim of the project is to develop a policy and tool that should be able to deliver the
following result:

The tool should be able to:
• Differentiate between the SLA's Siemens has with its customers
• Determine the inventory policy for an item at which the costs are minimized, while still
fulfilling a certain service level towards the customer(s)
• Evaluate the current situation
Scope
The project will focus on the SKUs that are stored in the service plant which is indicated by
3220 in SPIRIDON . The return items will not be taken into account; neither will the service
items that are already delivered directly from Germany to the customers .

In figure 11 a schematic overview is given of the project:

Installed Base

Products Sold to Customer of
Siemens The Netherlands

Stam Data Base

Service Level Agreemen1
with Customer of Siemens
The Netherlands

1r

Inventory Policy for SKU
stored at the Service Plant

Tool

Figure 11 : Project assignment
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Design requirements

In this chapter the design requirements will be described. First the parties concerned will be
introduced. In §6.2 the inventory policy is described, with in §6.3 the service level. The
chapter ends with the data collection.

6. 1

Parties concerned

When making decisions on the control of the service inventory at the service plant, several
departments need to participate in the decision making process. The sales department is
important, because they have got the initial contact with the customer and they draw up the
service level agreements. In these service level agreements the obligations with regard to
service by Siemens are formulated. These SLA's are a "free format", which means that there
is no strict guideline how to construct a service level agreement with the customers.
The service department will perform the service after the product is sold to the customer.
They should try to provide service to the customers as mentioned in the SLA's. They need
service parts to perform this service. The costs of the service are passed on by the service
department to the sales department.
Sales therefore want these costs to be as low as possible with the highest possible service to
the customer, because in that way they can charge more for the service contract with the
customer. The service departments on the other hand want to have everything at their
disposal so they can perform according to the SLA's. One of the costs that is passed on by
the service department to the sales department is the inventory costs. Sales would like these
costs to be as low as possible, meaning the inventory as low as possible, while the service
departments want to have enough inventory to deliver service according to the SLA's.
Material management manages and advises on the service inventory. They advise how
much inventory there is to provide service to the customer's.
These three departments should agree on an inventory policy for the service parts. All these
departments should be consulted and together a decision has to be made. Figure 12
illustrates this.

Service
Department

Sales
Department

Figure 12: Parties concerned
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Inventory models

To determine which items are needed as service parts and whether they need to be stocked,
the items first of all have to be analyzed by all the parties involved (§6.2.1 and §6.2.2). After
this is completed it has to be determined which policy has to be used to control the stock of
the items that are pointed out as service parts.

6.2.1 Which items are needed as service parts?
The items that are needed as a service part depend on various factors. These factors should
be determined by both the sales and service departments. The products the sales
departments sell to the customers consist of many components and not all these
components are needed as service parts. There are also components that Siemens
themselves do not want as a service part towards their customers. In the SLA's with the
customers the components that are service parts should be described precisely.
When the Sales and service department have decided with the aid of the SLA's what items
are needed as service parts, one has to look whether it has to be kept in stock or not.

6.2.2 Which service parts have to be stocked?
The decision to keep an item in stock at the service plant depends on what is drawn up in the
SLA's with the customers in relation with:
•
•

Delivery time of supplier
Criticality of item

The delivery time of the supplier denotes on how fast an item can be used for service after
being ordered at the supplier. Siemens has internal as well as external suppliers. If the time
needed to deliver the item from the supplier is shorter than the time agreed on in the SLA's
with the customer, there is no need to keep it in stock at the service plant. For example
various service parts are supplied to Siemens the Netherlands from a Siemens warehouse in
Germany. They can be delivered to the site where it is needed for service within 24 hours. If
the SLA makes it possible to wait for the service part to arrive 24 hours after the request, it
does not need to be stocked in the service inventory in the Netherlands.
Criticality of the service part is also important in deciding whether or not to keep an item in
stock. Some service parts are more critical then others. Criticality of a service part can
depend on various factors. Gajpal, Ganesh , and Rajendran (1994) and Batter and Fortuin
(2000) use the VED approach (Vital , Essential , Desirable) in which they can categorize an
item . The three types are:
•
•

•

Vital parts: If these items are not in stock, it could result in high losses due to nonavailability of the equipment needing the spare
Essential parts: Stock-outs of these items could result in moderate losses. The
equ ipment may be operable with some difficulty but cannot be used for long periods
without the spare
Desirable parts: Non-availability of these items will cause only minor disruptions but
may lead to more serious operational problems in the long run.
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The parts that are indicated as seNice parts should be analyzed on their criticality. When
they are vital or essential parts and can not be delivered by the supplier in time it is
recommended to stock them at the seNice plant, because else these items will arrive to late
for the repair which can harm the relationship with the customer and maybe have financial
consequences as well. Desirable parts on the other hand will not cause big problems at the
customer and so should not be kept in stock at the seNice plant, but ordered at the supplier.
The product specialists can determine how critical an item is. By analyzing the seNice arts of
a seNice department it showed that around 60% of the seNice items vital/essential while the
other 40 % was desirable and did not need to be kept in stock.
This criticality can also be incorporated in the SLA's with the customers.

6.2.3 How to manage the service inventory?
When it is clear which items need to be kept in stock at the seNice plant, the inventory
policies for those items have to be determined. In these policies it should be possible to
incorporate the SLA's with the various customers. This means the inventory policy should
take into account the various customers the service department deals with
In the literature a distinction is made between models for slow and fast moving items. SeNice
parts are most of the time slow moving items. The various service departments most of the
times deal with these slow moving items.
Inventory rationing is a method mentioned in the literature to make a distinction in your
inventory between the various SLA's with the customers. Dekker, Hill, Kleijn and Teunter
(2002) and Kranenburg (2006) discuss the (S-1, S) subject with customer differentiation. This
is a model that can be applied to the slow moving items. It uses a one-by-one replenishment
strategy. This means that when an item is needed and used for seNice it is taken out of the
seNice stock at the seNice plant 3220 and a new one is ordered to replenish the stock. This
model can also be used for the determination of the inventory pool of repairable seNice
items, such a pool can be seen in figure 13.
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Figure 13: Repair pool
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Dekker, Hill, Kleijn and Teunter (2002) introduce the model and gives heuristics to solve the
service optimization policy and cost optimization policy. Kranenburg (2006) elaborates on the
cost optimization by giving more heuristics, which perform better, then the one Dekker, Hill,
Kleijn and Teunter (2002) provides. They both use customer classes to make a distinction
between the various customer classes. These can be used to subdivide the SLA's which
companies have with their customers. It uses critical levels, which are levels, where when the
inventory level drops below of them a customer class is not served from the inventory
anymore.
Melchiors, Dekker and Kleijn (2000) introduce a batch ordering policy with two customer
classes. This model can be used for the fast moving items. Unfortunately they do not extend
this model to a multiple demand class model. Research still has to be done to solve this
problem.

6.3

Service level

There are several service levels mentioned in the literature. The service departments also
use various service levels in their SLA's with the customers.
The service level agreements with the clients are to be met by the service departments of
Siemens. This means for example that Siemens has to arrive in the predetermined time to fix
the defect or arrive at the client (time-to-arrive). To fix the defect the engineer often requires
a service part. Other factors that are mentioned in the SLA's can be the maximum down-time
per period, time-to-fix, and etcetera.
The aim of the tool for which these requirements are described is to minimize the costs while
still meeting the service level. Because of the many kinds of service levels used in the SLA's
it is difficult to use one kind of model in the tool.
Therefore in the future Siemens should try to use a select group of standard SLA's in such a
way that they can be easily translated towards theoretical inventory models. One way to do
this is to determine penalty costs for not being able to repair a defect at a customer due to a
service part not being in stock.
The various service departments also deal differently with clients who do not have a service
level agreement. The policies for this are mentioned below:
Service Building Technology:
When a client does not have a contract the Service Building Technology department aims to
help this customer within three to five days.
Service Information & Communication:
90% of the customers of the Service Information & Communication department have a
contract with Siemens. The other 10% are treated the same way because they are most of
the time important strategic customers.
Service Medical Solutions:
All these customers have service contracts and should be treated according to them.
Industry, Mobility & Assembling:
Clients without a contract from the Industry, Mobility & Assembling department who have a
defect will be helped immediately when this is possible. First the possibility of repairing the
defect item is considered. If this is possible the item will be send for repair.
When the item is not repairable the item is taken out of the stock when this is possible. When
the replenishment lead time is short or there is more than one item available this is done.
When there is a long replenishment lead time or only one item that is part of a contract with
another client, the item is ordered and the client has to wait.
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Siemens wants the model that is used to work on these service departments. These service
departments all have different types of contracts with their customers. The model itself will
work with one kind of service level. The Fill rate is chosen as the parameter the model will be
optimized with .
Silver, Pyke and Peterson (1998) describe the fill rate as the fraction of demand that is met
routinely, without backorders or lost sales. This can be interpreted with the equation:

.
Demand fulfilled
F111 - rate = - - - - - Total demand
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Data collection

One thing that is essential to determine the inventory policy for a service part is that there is
enough and correct information. First of all there needs to be a clear overview of what items
are needed as a service part. As discussed earlier in §6.2.1 it is important that this decision
is made by all the parties involved.
After the determination of the service parts, information on how much is installed at the
customer has to be available. The installed base is the number of products that are installed
at the customer. It is also important that the amount of a single part that is needed as service
parts in the products are registered . In this way the total numbers of parts of a service part in
the total installed base are known.
When the installed base is known , the SLA's that are connected to the products is needed to
make a distinction among the customer classes needed for the customer differentiation
should be gathered. With this information the number of items per customer class is known.
The information further needed is of the service items themselves. This is shown in figure 14.
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Figure 14: Required information

The mean delivery time (or for the repairable items the repair time) should be taken out of
Spiridon. This is the average time it takes for an item to be in stock again after being ordered
or sent to repair.
Furthermore the failure rate of the item is important. This is the rate at which the item is taken
out of stock and is actually used . This is given in# of items/year.
The current inventory can be used if the current situation will be evaluated.
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All these values should be found in the material master of the service item. This is given in
Spiridon.
The only information , which is not registered in the Spiridon program , is the desired fill rates
per customer class. This should be analyzed per item by the product specialist. When doing
this he should keep in mind the SLA's Siemens has with its customers.
The translation of the SLA's into the desired fill rate can be done with the aid of the criticality
of the item . This can also be shown in the financial consequences being out of stock for a
certain service item .
A rule of thumb can be used for the fill-rate and the criticality/financial consequences:

Crltlcality:

Financial consequences:

Fiii rate:

Vital
Essential
Desirable

Hiqh
Low
None

95-99%
75-95%
0-75%

The starting point of the data gathering is the I-Base with all the products. When the I-Base is
known the products should be coupled to the service parts a service department has, a
product in the I-base can have zero or more service parts. These service parts are given in
the material master. These parts should be coupled to the failure rate, the
replenishment/repair time and the # of parts installed in a product. The SLA's of the products
in which these parts are installed should be coupled , in this way it is known what service
level should apply to a service part. This information can all be found in Spiridon. After this
information is known , the product specialist has to give the desired fill rate per customer
class . A schematic overview can be found in appendix 5.
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Model development

The inventory models of Dekker, Hill, Kleijn and Teunter (2002) . and Melchior, Dekker and
Kleijn, which are introduced in §6.2.3, will be analyzed. In the first paragraph the model for
the slow-moving items is discussed and in §7.2 the model for fast-moving items. The
notations that are used are:

d
s
S
n
L
K
h
X(t)
D(t)
Di(t)
R
H
Q
Bi
LoC
HG
j .
mJ
M

= Critical level of customer class j
= Reorder point
= Order-up-to level
= Inventory position
=Lead time
= Ordering costs
= unit holding costs
= Physical inventory at time t
=Total demand during t time units
= demand during t time units of customer class j
= Random variable denoting inventory level just before a replenishment Order arrives
= Hitting time
= Order Quantity
= Expected stockouts of demand class j per cycle
= Length of cycle
= Holding costs
= customer class
= demand rate customer class j
=Total demand of all the customer classes

7. 1

Slow-moving items

When demand is very sporadic, which is common for service parts and the item cost price is
high a (S-1, S) model can be used. This because the inventory holding costs of an item
outweighs the ordering costs of the item. In service parts inventory management this is very
often the case. This model can also be applied to the repairable items to determine the
inventory pool.
Siemens wants the model that is used, to work on different service departments. These
service departments all have different types of SLA's with their customers. Fill rate is chosen
as the parameter the model will be optimized with. This because the fill rate is relatively easy
to understand and can be translated to different SLA's with the customers. This means the
service level optimization discussed by Dekker, Hill, Kleijn and Teunter (2002) will be used.
In figure 15 the simple (S-1,S) model is visualized. In this figure M denotes the failure rate of
an item, while µi is the replenishment rate of an item. i denotes the item code number. The
numbers in the circles give the inventory position with O the minimum and S the maximum. S
is also the order-up-to-level. There is a one-by-one replenishment strategy, which means that
when an item is taken out of inventor , an order is laced for a new one.
fl}

fl}

fl}

fl}

S'µ

(S-1)'µ

2'µ

µ

Figure 15: The Markov process (Senden (2000)
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The customer demand (failure rate of an item) is given by the historical demand data of a
service item . In the literature a Poisson demand distribution is often assumed for the service
parts. When tested in other cases this distribution fits to the reality of service items. At
Siemens not much information was available on the past demand . One of the reasons was
that the Spiridon program was only used for one year and not all the information was
correctly registered.
Therefore Poisson demand is also used in this report. The customer demand can be seen as
the failure of a service item at the customer. The times befo re failure of such a service part
can be describe by a negative-exponential distribution , which results in the Poisson
distributed arrival of the demand for this item at Siemens.
Because there is also not much information on the lead/repair time of the service parts, the in
the model assumed negative exponential distributed service time is used. In the future more
Siemens should take a closer look at the way they are supplied the parts by their suppliers.
Now most of the time 30 days is taken into account, but there is no proof for this.
Equations
With the use of equilibrium equations the probabilities of being in one of the inventory
positions, denoted by n, can be calculated. These equations are constructed by analyzing
what the incoming and outgoing rate are for an inventory position , this gives the following
equations :

n =O
i::; n ::; s ; -1

S;

I P:, =1

, with

n=O

When rewriting the formula the following equation can be derived:

p 11 is the steady state probability of the inventory being at a stock level of n items.

It can also be seen that:

±(AJ" n!p~
11 =0

M;

=l

With a given Si the probability of being in inventory position O (p 0 ) can be calculated , and with
this information also the probabilities of the system being in one of the other inventory
positions.
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The general equation for Pn is given by:

(-"'-Jn!
Fill rate
With the probabilities determined with the use of the equations mentioned above the fill rate
can be determined.
The fill-rate with one customer class is equal to the probability of the system not being in
position n=O, when demand arrives.
Fill - rate;

=

M ; (l M ; +µ;
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Service differentiation
In the case of multiple customer classes, to make a distinction between the various kinds of
customers of Siemens, critical levels are introduced within the equilibrium equations . The
number of customer classes is denoted by J. A critical level is the inventory level at which a
customer class is not longer served. The critical levels are denoted by ci, with j denoting the
customer class. The customer class with the highest priority is given by i=1 , and the lowest
priority by i=J.
The highest priority class is always served and therefore c 1=0 and the critical level for priority
class J has a maximum limit of d:;Sj.
The failure rate also changes when using critical levels. When the inventory drops to a critical
level the failure rate of the priority class whose demand is excluded from then on is not taken
into account anymore within the equations.
A visualization of two customer classes is given in figure 16 (m 1 is the failure rate of priority
class 1 , and m 2 is the failure rate of priority class 2)

(S-1 'µ

Sµ

(S -(c- 1))*µ

(S-c 'µ

2'µ

µ

Figure 16: Two customer classes
The equations for the probabilities for being in the inventory position n change when using
the priority demand classes model. The general formu la for the various probabilities is given
by:
11

i

P,,

=

J

n ! p~ , with the product term defined as 1, when n ;::: c j

[J m/
j=o

The fill rate for a priority class is the sum of the probabilities of the inventory positions that
still serve the priority class demand. For group 1, these are obviously all the positions except
for position inventory level = 0. For the other classes this is sum of the probabilities of being
in inventory position ci+ 1 until S.
This is given by the following equations:
Fill Rate demand class j of item i =

, with C

=(c 1, c 2 , • •• cj ) denoting the critical levels.
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To determine the critical levels and the order-up-to level of the model an algorithm can be
used formulated by Dekker, Hill , Kleijn and Teunter (2002) This algorithm first determines the
upper bound on the optimal order-up-to level (~ max ) and a lower bound (~ min ). If these are
equal, the optimal solution is found , if not, the optimization problem has to be solved. When a
solution is found ( c·, s·), where the total costs are the lowest and the minimum service level
is

still

achieved ,

the

costs

are

compared

with

the

costs

of

(oAmaJ,

with 0 = ( c' = 0, c 2 = 0, .....c J = 0) . The policy with the lowest costs between these two is
chosen.
The algorithm to solve the service optimization multiple demand class is given by:
Algorithm (service optimization multiple demand classes)
Step 0:

. J
1(- )
Set ~ max := arg mm lX ~ 0 : /Ji \0, x ~

S et

. J

~ min :=arg mmlX~O :

/J"i {\O,x ) ~ /3i;min}

Step 1:

If ~max =~min then stop and take
go to step 2.

Step 2:

Solve the optimization problem:
min {

/3i1nu11}

c:' (C, Si ) : 0 s c' s ... s c

1

(o, ~max )

as an optimal solution; otherwise

s Si, ~min s Si s ~max -1, /3/ (C, Si ) ~ /3/min , j = 1, ... , J}

and let ( c*,s*) denote an optimal solution. Enumeration is used to solve this
optimization problem.
Step 3:

Take ( C*, s*) as an optimal solution if
take

(oAmax) as the optimal solution.
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Fast-moving items

The (S-1,S) model does not take into account batch ordering. Batch ordering is applied when
the ordering costs also weigh in a lot with the total inventory management costs. To reduce
the ordering costs, items are ordered in batches, in this way costs can be reduced.
Unfortunately there has not been any research so far on the subject of inventory
management with rationing with the aid of demand classes and ordering in batches. The
model for 2 demand classes will be extended to a multiple demand classes model:
2 demand class (s, Q) model with rationing
Melchiors, Dekker and Kleijn (2000) describe this model. With their model it is only possible
to make a distinction between 2 demand classes. It is based on the minimization of total
costs. The costs consist of inventory holding costs, ordering costs and shortage costs.
Siemens does not have concrete guidelines for shortage costs and will use the minimum fill
rate instead .

The model is divided in 2 parts:
• c < s, inventory level hits the critical level after a replenishment order is placed
• c?. s, inventory level hits the critical level before a replenishment order is placed
The Order quantity is determined by starting with the economic order quantity (EOQ) and can
be optimized by using this as a starting point for a local search algorithm.

EOQ=~2~D
The costs are optimized by determining the optimal reorder level s with enumeration, the
critical level can also be determined by enumeration.
In the models Hitting Time (H) is used as a random variable, denoting the time between
placing an order and the time that the inventory reaches the critical level. This is therefore
only used when c < s . H is assumed to follow an Erlang distributed with parameters (s-c)
and m (=1 /D(t)) .
The inventory level just before the replenishment arrives is denoted by R and given for when
c < s by the equation:

P(Q(L-11) ?.c),Jor i =0

l

fi R=i) = P( Q( L-11) =c-i) ,for O<i 5 c
P( Ii.._ L-11) =s- i),for

c <05s

and when c ?. s :

·) {

P (R=1

=

P(D 1 (L)?. s ), for_ i = 0
P(D 1 (L)=s-l), Jor _O<i::;s

The model will look as follows:
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C<S (critical level below reorder level):

The holding costs can be determined by (see Melchiors, Dekker and Kleijn , (2000) for most
derivations) :

HCi°<s

= hsf

t,(c-

h

j

' p(J)( s - j !2)L+h 5 2 -

c2

[1- I p{i)]+
{i)]

+ s- c

2M

j=O

12) ~(-t)' B(k,J)x[1- ,~., p,

i=O

+

=
{ C + 1)
C
j+ l
.
[
s-c-l+k
]
hj~ -2 -j+l~(-l)k B(k,j)x 1- ~ p 2 (i)

1

(inventory holding costs below reorder level)

With ,

(i) = P(D j (L) = i) , for j= 1, 2 and i=O,
p(i) = P(D(L) = i) , for i=O, 1, 2, 3, ....

pj

1, 2, 3, .. .

With the demand being a Poisson process the chances are given by:

Pj ( i) = P ( Dj ( L) = i) = e - Loc1111

Lo~:n j'
l.

p(i) = P(Dj (L) = i) = e - LoCM Lo~M ; ,
l .

and with:

j+lM s-c 1
o) := e_,,,JL L
1n

1

B( .

J'

j!m

2s-c

.
.
(s - c -l+k) ·(J+2-k)
B(; ,k) :=B(; ,k-L) ·
L·m 2 ·k
And,
2

2

HC c<s =h Q +2QE[R]+E[R ]+Q+E[R]- s - s
2
2M
(inventory holding costs above reorder level),

so total expected holding costs for C<S are:

THC c<s -- HC Ic<s + HC 2c<s
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The length of the cycle the cycle over which the average costs will be taken is the lead time
plus the expected length of the period where the inventory is reduced from R+O to s , which is
given by the equation:

LoCc<s

= L +-Q_+_E_[_R]_-_s
M

The average costs for a (c , s, Q) policy with C<S is given by:

TC c<s (c s Q) = THC c<s + THC c<s + K
' '
LoC c<s
The service level constraint fill rate, which is not given by the article of Melchiors, Dekker and
Kleijn (2000) , can be calculated with the expected number of stockouts per cycle, given by
Bt<s and n rs and the demand during this cycle D , (LoC c<s) and D 2 (LoC c<s ) . The stockouts
are given by :

And ,

, with :

A(i,k) := A(i, k- l)· (k + s - c -1)·(; -k+l)
L ·k ·m

So the fill rate can be calculated by:

Bc<s

/J, = 1--,-:k~L'-c-c<-s
m · o

And ,
R -lJJ2 -

Bc<s
2
:k
m · L o c c<s
2

For the situation when c ~

s , the equations differ from the ones mentioned above:
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c<'!:s (critical level is above the reorder level):
The holding costs are given by three equations:

HCc~s = h-Q__+_2Q_E_[_R_]_+_E~[R_~J_+_Q_+_E_[_R_]-_
c -_c_

2

2

3

2

2M

(inventory holding costs above critical level)
HC C~S

=h c + s + l

c- s
2
m1
(inventory holding costs between reorder level and critical level)
2

HC 1c~s =hI p 1(i)L( s -i12)+hf p 1 (i)~+l!_L
i=O

i=s

l

+1 2

(inventory holding costs below reorder level)

Thus, the total holding costs are:

The expected cycle length is:
LoCc~s

= L+

Q +E[R]- c
M

c -s

+-1
m

So the total costs are given by:

TC c~s (c s Q) = THC c~s + K
LoC c~s

' '

The stockouts are given by the equations:

,and

The fill rate can be given by:
B c~s

/31

= 1- _

_
* _L1_C_
c~-s
m · o
1

,And
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Optimization:
With a given Q (determined by the economic order quantity), first the upper bound of the
reorder level can be determined. After determining this upper level by using the decision rule
for a specified fraction of demand satisfied directly from shelf given by Silver, Pyke and
Peterson (1998) for the highest desired fill rate and the total demands, the optimal reorder
point can be determined by enumeration from O till this upper level, keeping in mind the
minimum fill rates , along with this enumeration the critical level also can be determined.
With a local search function starting with the EOQ, the optimal order quantity can be
determined . When in- or decreasing the EOQ also the reorder-point and critical levels, with
the lowest total costs while still fulfilling the fill rate , can change . When changing the EOQ
with one step at a time you can find these new total costs. When the costs decrease you can
go on the same way with steps of one at a time. When the total costs are higher as the
previous step , the search can be stopped.

Multiple demand classes
The model mentioned above is just for two demand classes. Incorporating more demand
classes in the model would make it very extensive and calculations would take up a lot of
time .
A practical solution to solve this problem for a multiple demand class model is to first
determine the critical level for two classes , by grouping the demand classes into two groups
For example:

Three demand classes
Four demand classes
Five demand classes

Group 1
class
1 st and 2nd class
1 st and 2na class
1 st

Group2
2nd and 3rd class
3ra and 4tn class
3r0 , 4 tn and 5tn class

The sum of the demand rates can be taken and the weighted average of the fill rates /3~ .
After determining the critical level , the other critical levels can be determined by subdividing
assigning them to inventory levels inside the group determined for the 2 demand model.
The grouping will be done as follows:

2
demand
classes:
3
demand
classes:
4
demand
classes:
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Another way of solving the multiple demand classes problem is by applying the model again
for the given values from the two demand classes model. It means that by using the table
above, the enumeration procedure can be used again to determine the other critical levels.
The following steps should be taken:
1. Group the demand in 2 groups
2. Use the model to determine the critical level (c) and the reorder level (s).
3. Determine the other critical levels for the demand classes that are grouped in step 1
by enumeration and incorporate the extra critical levels in the equations of Melchiors,
Dekker and Kleijn , (2000).
Th is can be done until 4 demand classes (five would take another step which would make
the process longer) .
With the first alternative an approximation will be made of the critical levels, while in the
second alternative an extensive search will be done for the best values . This means that the
second alternative will give better results. The first alternative is on the other hand much
easier to model and implement, compared to the second one, which will be very complex.
Therefore it is recommended to use the first alternative until there has been done more
research into multi demand class batch ordering.
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The tool

Because the service department mainly deals with slow moving items as their service parts,
this model has been programmed in a tool to determine the optimal inventory policy. The tool
also has an evaluation function, with which one can evaluate the current way of working. The
evaluation function can also be used when analysing what-if scenarios. The tool is
programmed in Borland Delphi 2005, a programming software. This is done with the help of
Koos Huibers. The source codes can be found at the end of the report in appendix 8.

8. 1

Design of tool

The tool works with an independent program which uses Excel sheets as input. All the input
for the tool has to be gathered in these Excel sheets. After the required information is
gathered, the tool can determine the calculated inventory policy, or evaluate the current
values.

8.1.1 The program
The tool has itself a simple control. When opening the file you will see the program as in
figure 17.
r~ -

--

---

Read data

-

lJ(Q)@

7' M•in HZ_4a

j

Evaluate

<

Figure 17: Visualization of tool
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The tool contains the following functions:
Read data
By clicking this button an "open ... "-box will appear. In this way you can load the excel file
containing the data that should be calculated/evaluated . When reading the data the names of
the items that are in the excel sheet will appear.
Calculate
After clicking this button , the tool will calculate the optimal inventory policies for the items that
are in the excel sheet. The result will also appear in the tool itself. After the calculation the
tool will ask whether or not to save the results.
Evaluate
When using the Evaluate button, the tool will determine what the results are of using the
given inventory policy. It will give the various fill rates, conform the inventory levels and
critical levels given in the excel sheet. After the evaluation the results will appear in the tool
and the tool will ask to save the results .
Save
It is not necessary to save the results directly after calculation or evaluation. This is also
possible with the save button.

8.1.2 The input files
For the tool to operate adequately data from an excel sheet need to be read. There are a few
requirements to which the sheet should suffice to.
The sheet in which the data should be is the first sheet of the excel file, this is needed for the
tool to operate properly.
In the first row the phrase "# demand classes" should be in column A. The rest of the row
should be left blank. In the first column of the second row (81) the number of demand
classes should be entered (usually 2). The third row should be blank and in the fourth row
the titles of the columns of the data should be given.
The following data should be entered or will be calculated, when applying the two customer
class policy:
Input:
Material Name, description and price:
The name used in SPIRIDON to gather the information needed for the tool to operate.
Together with this name the material description can be given, for a clearer picture.
The material name (as used in Spiridon) should be in the first column of the excel sheet (A) ,
while the description of the material should be in the fourth column (D). The price of an
individual item is also given in the fifth column (E).
Failure rate:
This is the rate of how often a material is used for maintenance. This means not only taken
out of stock but also used, resulting in the stock to decrease by one unit (so not the unused
returns). It can sometimes occur that an item is taken out of stock, but not used for the repair
and put back into stock, this should be taken into account, because it is not always clear in
the SPIRIDON program. The failure rate should be placed in the second column of the excel
sheet (8).
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Replenishment/ Repair Time:
This parameter determines how long it takes to get a new part for a material, after it is send
for repair or is ordered at a supplier. This parameter should be in the third column of the
excel sheet (C). This parameter is given by the mean repair time.
Desired fill rate per customer class:
The various fill rates for the customer classes have to be determined, with these fill rates the
critical levels will be determined. The desired fill rates for first class customers should be
entered in column 9 (I) and in column 1O (J) the desired fill rates for the second class
customers should be given.
Current Inventory and current critical levels:
The critical rates that are used at the moment and the order-up-to inventory used should also
be entered. In column 11 (K) and 12(L) the critical levels are needed and in column 13 (m)
the inventory. These values are used in the evaluate function

Calculated values:
Replenishment rate/repair rate:
This is the rate at which the replenishment/repair is conducted. This rate is calculated by
365/(replenishment-repair time) and is given in units/year. This value is calculated in the sixth
column (F).
Failure rate per customer class:
By using the ratio between the custom classes given by information from the I-Base and the
failure rate the failure rate per customer class can be calculated. The unit of measurement is
units/year. The ideal situation would be if the failure rate per customer class would be known.
Until now this has not been recorded.

Output:
There are two functions of the tool, calculate and evaluate. With the "calculate function" of
the tool the optimal inventory levels and critical levels are given. The evaluate function
determines the fill rates for the values entered in the current inventory and current critical
levels.
When using the calculate function the following output is generated:
Critical levels (calculate function):
The levels at which a customer class is not served anymore. For customer class 1 this is
always c(O)=O and given in column number 15 (0). The critical level for second class
customers is given in the 16th column (P)
Order-up-to-level (calculate function):
The level to which orders have to be placed until reached. For repairable products this is the
inventory pool. This number is given in the 1ih column (Q)
Resulting Fill rates (calculate function):
The resulting performance of the inventory levels and critical levels, when using those
provided by the tool are used. These rates are given in the 18th (R) and 19th (S) column for
respectively the first and second class customers
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When using the evaluate function the following output is generated:
Critical levels and order-up-to-level (evaluate function):
The values entered earlier in columns 11 , 12 and 13 are given again in columns 21 (U ), 22
(V) and 23 (W) when using the evaluation function.
Resulting Fill rates (evaluate function):
The resulting performance of the inventory levels and critical levels, when using the values
entered in columns 11 , 12 and 13 is given in columns 2 4(X) and 25 (Y).
These order of columns is used for 2 demand classes , the order for another number of
classes is given in Appendix 6.

8.2

Validation of tool

At the moment there is no performance measurement to check if the tool will perform
correctly. Therefore a simulation model is developed to assess the performance of the tool.
This simulation is developed in Arena 7.0 by Rockwell software.
In appendix 7 a description is given of the Arena program and the design of the simulation
will be described.
The tool uses mathematical models to determine the critical values and order-up-to level
where the simulation with Arena describes the real-world situation. With this simulation
model the results of the tool are checked by comparing them to the results from the runs in
the simulation . Various scenarios are used , to get accurate information on the performance
of the tool. In order to make sure that the values of the tool correspond to the reality these
test are conducted. Because the model uses a heuristic it can happen that not the actual
best policy is found . With this test the deviation is determined , so that the results of the tool
can be corrected to the actual parameters that would perform best in reality.

8.2.1 Scenarios simulation
In these scenarios the following changes will be applied:
• Failure rates
• Replenishment time
• Desired fill rate
The base case will have a failure rate of 8 units/year, a replenishment time of 30 days, a
desired fill rate of 90% for customer class 1 and 20% for customer class 2 and a ratio
between 151 class customers and 2nd class customer of 1 :1.
With each scenario onl one of the variables is chan ed:
Failure rate

Delivery time

Fiii rate 1

Fiii rate 2

1

5
15
60
120
180

50
75

5

5,00

3,00

3,00

5,00

95

50
75

6,00

2,00

99

80

2,00

6,00

7,00

1,00

1,00

7,00

4

16
25
50

Table 5: Scenarios
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8.2.2 Results of simulation
The results of the simulation are obtained by testing various values. The starting point is the
values obtained by the tool. These values are changed by hand to try to get the minimum fill
rate, with the lowest order-up-to level. Some of the results differ from the values of the tool.
The optimal values of the scenarios and the output of the tool are compared in table 6.

Scenario

Tool
Value Critical level

Base

s

Simulation
Critical level

s

0

3

0

2

failure rate

1

0

1

0

1

failure rate

4

0

2

0

2

failure rate

16

0

4

1

failure rate

25

3

5

3

4
6

failure rate

50

5

10

6

12

delivery time

5

0

1

0

2

delivery time

15

0

2

0

2

delivery time

60

0

4

1

4

delivery time

120

0

7

1

delivery time

180

5

9

5

8
11

Fill rate 1

50

0

1

0

1

Fill rate 1

75

0

2

0

2

Fill rate 1

95

0

3

0

2

Fill rate 1

99

0

4

0

3

Fill rate 2

5

0

3

0

2

Fill rate 2

50

0

3

0

2

Fill rate 2

75

0

3

0

2

Fill rate 2

80

0

3

0

2

Ratio

5:3

0

3

0

2

Ratio

3:5

0

3

0

2

Ratio

1 :3

0

3

0

2

Ratio

3:1

1

2

0

2

Ratio

1 :7

0

3

0

2

Ratio

7:1

1

2

0

2

Table 6: Results of simulation
From the results of the simulation it can be seen that the results of the tool are not always the
same as the optimal values determined by the simulation. Until the order up to level of 5 the
results are fine, but between 5 and 8, the value of the tool should be added by one. The
order up to levels of 9 and higher should have 2 extra parts in stock. This is given in table 7.

Order up to level tool
0-4
5-8

Correction factor
0
+1
~9
+2
Table 7: Correction factor
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This correction factor will influence the average inventory Siemens has to keep in stock.
In the table 8 the relative increase in average inventory can be seen , which will reflect on the
inventory costs for holding this extra inventory. For the correction factor of +2, it is done until
the order-up-to level of 12.

Order up to level tool Correction factor

Relative increase of
average inventory

-

0-4
0
5-8
+1
9-12
+2
Table 8: increase of inventory

8.3

+18%
+19%

Fast-moving items model

An Excel file was created to test the batch ordering model. In this file the fill rates and total
costs are calculated with a given reorder point and critical level(s). The order quantity could
also be varied. To test this model data from Siemens was used in the excel file and
compared to the results gained from simulation runs. The same arena model was used as
with the slow-moving items. This time the batching functions are used.
Unfortunately not a lot of data was complete at Siemens and therefore only a few tests were
conducted. When a tool will be developed for the batch ordering it is important for this data to
be correct and complete.
The data of the items used in the tests were also not exactly correct, but they were useful to
test the model.
The ordering costs were estimated at 13 euro per order, while the holding costs are
determined by Siemens at a charge of 8% over the average inventory per year (this is rather
low compared to the values found in the literature which are around 20%).
The test items had a small value (<50 euro) and are used 50 until 450 times per year. The
lead time was not available for all the items, for the ones missing a default of 30 days is
used. This value was given by material management.
The results of the Excel file are obtained by hand. The starting point was the EOQ and for s
and c 0 was taken. The search for better results was conducted by changing one variable at
a time. The new values were compared each time and used in a next comparison if an
improvement was made. When no improvement was made after trying to change each
variable , the values were assumed to be the best results. This method was very timeconsuming , and if the model is to be used in the future it should be done with the help of a
tool , which compares all possible situations.
The Arena model obtained its results the same way as in the previous part.
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The results are shown in the tables below. It can be seen that the results obtained from the
excel sheet have almost the same results in the simulation .
Input:
Failure rate :
m
m1
m2

Output (excel sheet):

0,504
0,294
0,209

Leadtime
Price

30
12

Simulation:

Lowest costs at:
/day c1
6m1
/day s
6m2
/day
with:
c1
Q
days
54s
Q

Euro

Input:
0,294 /day
0,209 /day
6
6
54

Resultina fill rate:
min. Fill rate :
Beta1
Beta2

0,9
0,5

Input:
Failure rate:
m
m1
m2

0,92
Resultina fill rate:
0,76 Beta1
0,93
Beta2
0,77

Beta1
Beta2

Output (excel sheet):

Simulation:

8m1
10 m2

Input:
1,09 /day
O, 11 /day

c1
55s

8
10

Q

55

Lowest costs at:
1,2
1,09
0,11
14

Leadtime
Price

25

/day c1
/day s
/day
with:
days Q
Eu ro

Resultina fill rate:
min. Fill rate:
Beta1
Beta2

0,9
0,5

Input:
Failure rate :
m
m1
m2
Leadtime
Price

Beta1

0,9

Beta2

0,76

Resultina fill rate:
Beta1
0,91
Beta2
0,79

Output (excel sheet):

0,15
0,13
0,02
30

10

Simulation:

Lowest costs at:
/day c1
1 m1
/day s
1 m2
/day
with:
c1
Q
days
30s
Q
Euro

lnout:
0,13 /day
0,02 /day
1
1
30

Resulting fill rate:
min. Fill rate :
Beta1

0,9

Beta2

0,5

Resulting fill rate:
0,9
0,87 Beta1
0,91

Beta1
Beta2

Beta2
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Implementation

After the tool was developed and checked with the Arena model, it can be applied to the
various service departments. To see how this would work in practice a pilot was started at
one of the service departments. The department at which the pilot was conducted is the
service BT fire department. This because there was easy access to the information needed
for the tool to work properly.
The following steps should be taken to implement the tool:
•
•
•

The data should be correct, which means that the various downloads from the
SPIRIDON program should be collected in the excel sheet for the tool
The service departments should decide how to make a division among the SLA's
The product specialist has to provide the desired fill-rates for the various service parts
with the different SLA's

When the data is gathered it should be saved and kept up to date on a server, so that it can
be reached by various people and from different places. For each service department a
different server can be used and there should be one person responsible per service
department.
These service departments should develop a reporting tool in which they can easily present
the outcomes of the tool.
Siemens has hired another student that is implementing the tool at the other service
departments and will analyze the results of these departments. This student also helped with
the pilot, so he knew how to handle the other service departments.
The problem that arose within the pilot was the lack of the information between the I-Base
and the service parts. It was not clear which service parts belonged to which product
installed at the customer. To solve this problem the product specialist coupled VC-codes to
the service parts and the products of the I-base. By linking the SLA's from the I-base to the
materials with the same VC-code an overview of the service parts and the SLA's was
created . This is done for the materials that are given in the main equipment. The information
on the sub equipment and BOM were not organized enough to analyze. A separate project
will start to solve this problem.
After the connection between the service parts and the SLA's was established, the criterion
on how to divide the customer classes was made. In this pilot it was decided to use 2
customer classes. In the first and most important class the SLA's are placed in which the
customers have an agreement in which the service parts are included. They pay for a
package with both the service and the service parts are paid for.
In the 2nd customer class the SLA's are placed in which the customers have an agreement in
which they only pay for the service. If a service part is needed they have to pay separately
for it.
Another issue was the collection of the input parameters of the service parts for the tool. The
Spiridon program could not give all the values needed. The missing values were gathered by
inquiring at the service department specialist and material management. In the future
Siemens should try to gather all the information in Spiridon. In that way it will require much
less time to construct the excel sheet.
After all the information was gathered on the service parts, the product specialist was asked
to fill in the fill rates for each service part. Two excel sheet were developed to give the
product specialist an idea of the fill rate.
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In one the relation between the fill rate and the inventory level is given. The input parameters
are the failure rate and replenishment time and the results are the various fill rates with the
inventory levels. The result is also given in a graph. In figure 18 an overview of this program
1s given.
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Figure 18: Sensitivity analysis
The other excel file gives an easy and fast to use evaluation method . The input parameters
are the failure rate, critical level, order up to level , contract types and replenishment/repair
time.
The output gives the fill rates for both the classes. In figure 19 this sheet can be seen.
Typea~forhelp

· II

·
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Figure 19: 2 demand class evaluation
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The product specialist entered the fill rates for all the service parts in the excel sheet. With
the excel sheet and the tool the optimal policies were determined. There also was an
evaluation of the current situation.
The results of the pilot with the main equipment (140 materials) of BT are:
•
•
•

45 materials need more inventory
43 materials use correct inventory policy
52 materials can do with less inventory

Current compared to tool

increase

Figure 20: Difference current situation and tool
The total number of service parts in which the inventory can decrease is 33 on a current
inventory of 248 (figure 21 ). This is a decrease of 14%. The current value of the inventory on
which the pilot was based is 64.000 euro , when decreasing the inventory to the policies
determined by the tool ; th is amount will be lowered with 20.000 euro (figure 22) . This is a
decrease of 32%.
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Figure 21: Comparison current situation and tool (# of service parts)
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Comparison current situation and tool
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The average fill rate will also change. In the current situation this is 94%, while , when using
the output-values of the tool , this will increase to 96%.
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10. Conclusions and recommendations
In this final chapter the main conclusions of the project are summarized in §10.1 and in §10.2
the recommendations are given for further research at Siemens.

10. 1 Conclusions
The project assignment for this project was as follows:

By developing a model to determine the inventory parameters for the service items this
project assignment has been fulfilled. This model has been programmed in into a tool. This
tool is able to determine the inventory parameters for the slow-moving service items.
The tool can determine the order-up-to level and the critical levels for a service item, given a
minimum fill rate for each customer class. With these customer classes a differentiation can
be made between the various service level agreements Siemens has with its customers.
It is also possible to evaluate the current situation with the tool or analyze what-if situations.
The input parameters in this case are the order-up-to level and the critical levels used. The
evaluation of these values gives the fill rate as a result.
A pilot was conducted to test the tool at on of the service departments, BT fire. In this pilot
the values that were determined for the given fill rates were compared with the current
situation. The current situation was analyzed with the evaluate function. At the end it could
be seen that the inventory is not managed as desired. The inventory for some items was too
high, but for some also too low.
Next to the slow-moving model, a model for fast-moving items was developed. This model
used batch ordering. This model was only tested in an Excel sheet, and proved to be valid.
The original model was only for two customer classes, but can be extended with an
approximation for the other classes to a multi-class model.

10.2 Recommendations
During this project several recommendations have been done, here they are summarized
briefly:
•

Make sure all data is available and up-to-date. A lot of information in the Spiridon
program is missing and/or incorrect.

•

Try to gather all the information in one system. Spiridon is operational only just
recently, but the goal should be to collect all the relevant information to perform
service to the customers in this program.

•

Implement the tool at the other service departments.
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•

Try to use standardized SLA's and construct these SLA's in such a way that they can
be easily translated into an inventory policy.

•

Investigate the possibility to combine the inventories of more countries at one
warehouse.

•

Develop an reporting tool for each service department

•

Develop a tool that also supports the batch-ordering of items while making a
difference between customer classes .

•

In future , further develop the two customer class batch ordering policy into a multiclass batch ordering policy.
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Corporate Structure Siemens AG
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Appendix 2:

Organizational Structure Siemens N.V.
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Pareto's curve
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Appendix 6:

Input files formats

The letters denote the columns in the Excel file.

In ut:
Material name
time
Price
Mu
m1
m2
m3
m4
m5
Fill rate
Fill rate
Fill rate
Fill rate
Fill rate

A
B

A
B

A
B

A
B

A
B

c

c

c

c

c

D
E
F
G

D
E
F
G

D
E
F
G

D
E
F
G

D
E
F
G
H
I

J
K
1
2
3
4
5

J

H

K

L

M
N

0
p

M

0
p

Q

Q

s

R
T

u
v

Current lnvento
Table 9: Input format

Out ut Calculate:
c 1
c2
c3
c4
c5

y

z

s

z
AA

Table 10: Output calculate format
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AF
AG
AH
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Q

R

w

AC
AD

x

Table 11 : Output evaluate format
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Al
AJ

AK
AL
AM
AN
AO
AP
AO
AR
AS
AT
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Arena model

In this appendix the Arena program will be described. After that, the simulation model used to
compare the results of the tool with will be described.
Arena is a powerful tool that allows you to create and run experiments on models of
systems. By testing out ideas in this computer "laboratory," you can predict the future
confidence ... and without disrupting your current business environment.
Any business environment, from customer service to manufacturing to health care,
benefit from simulation. And whether you're analyzing an existing supply chain or a
emergency-room layout, you follow five easy steps with Arena:

your
with
can
new

•

Create a basic model. Arena provides an intuitive, flowchart-style environment for
building an "as-is" model of your process. Simply drag Arena's modules-the shapes
in the flowchart-into the model window and connect them to define process flow.
• Refine the model. Add real-world data (e.g. , process times, resource requirements,
staff levels) to your model by double-clicking on modules and adding information to
Arena's data forms. To create a more realistic picture of your system , replace the
animation icons that Arena automatically supplies with graphics of your own (e.g.,
from ClipArt or other drawing packages).
• Simulate the model. Run the simulation to verify that the model properly reflects the
actual system. Identify bottlenecks and communicate with others through the
dynamics of Arena's graphical animation.
• Analyze simulation results. Arena provides automatic reports on common decision
criteria , such as resource utilization and waiting times. Augment the built-in statistics
with your own , so that Arena reports what's important for your decision-making
needs.
• Select the best alternative. Make changes to the model to capture the possible
scenarios you want to investigate, then compare the results to find the best "to-be"
solution.
(Arena version 7.0 release notes)
The models are build with various modules. Down below a description of the modules used
in the simulation model for the comparison with the tool are given.

Create:

Figure 29: Create module
This module is intended as the starting point for entities in a simulation model. Entities are
created using a schedule or based on a time between arrivals. Entities then leave the module
to begin processing through the system. The entity type is specified in this module.
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Record:

Figure 30: Record module

This module is used to collect statistics in the simulation model. Various types of
observational statistics are available, including time between exits through the module, entity
statistics (time, costing, etc.), general observations, and interval statistics (from some time
stamp to the current simulation time). A count type of statistic is available as well. Tally and
Counter sets can also be specified.
Decide:

Figure 31: Decide module

This module allows for decision-making processes in the system. It includes options to make
decisions based on one or more conditions (e.g., if entity type is Gold Card) or based on one
or more probabilities (e.g., 75% true; 25% false). Conditions can be based on attribute values
(e.g., Priority) , variable values (e.g., Number Denied) , the entity type , or an expression (e.g.,
NO (ProcessA.Oueue)).
Dispose:

0
Figure 32: Dispose module

This module is intended as the ending point for entities in a simulation model. Entity statistics
may be recorded before the entity is disposed.
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Process:

Figure 33: Process module

This module is intended as the main processing method in the simulation. Options for seizing
and releasing resource constraints are available. Additionally, there is the option to use a
"sub model" and specify hierarchical user-defined logic. The process time is allocated to the
entity and may be considered to be value added, non-value added, transfer, wait or other.
The associated cost will be added to the appropriate category.

0
Figure 34: Batch module

This module is intended as the grouping mechanism within the simulation model. Batches of
entities can be permanently or temporarily grouped. Temporary batches must later be split
using the Separate module. Batches may be made with any specified number of entering
entities or may be matched together based on an attribute.
Entities arriving at the Batch module are placed in a queue until the required number of
entities has accumulated. Once accumulated, a new representative entity is created .
Separate:

0
Oiginal

Q

.

D.Jpicat

Figure 35: Separate module

This module can be used to either copy an incoming entity into multiple entities or to split a
previously batched entity. Rules for allocating costs and times to the duplicate are specified.
Rules for attribute assignment to member entities are specified as well.
When splitting existing batches, the temporary representative entity that was formed is
disposed and the original entities that formed the group are recovered. The entities proceed
sequentially from the module in the same order in which they originally were added to the
batch .
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When duplicating entities, the specified number of copies is made and sent from the
module. The original incoming entity also leaves the module.

Figure 36: Hold module

This module will hold an entity in a queue to either wait for a signal, wait for a specified
condition to become true (scan) or be held infinitely (to later be removed with the Remove
module).
If the entity is holding for a signal , the Signal module is used to allow the entity to move on to
the next module. If the entity is holding for a given condition to be true , the entity will remain
at the module (either in a defined or internal queue) until the condition(s) becomes true.
When the entity is in an infinite hold, the Remove module is used to allow the entity to
continue processing.
Signal:

Figure 37: Signal Module

The Signal module sends a signal value to each Hold module in the model set to Wait for
Signal and releases the maximum specified number of entities.
When an entity arrives at a Signal module, the signal is evaluated and the signal code sent.
At this time , entities at Hold modules that are waiting for the same signal are removed from
their queues. The entity sending the signal continues processing until it encounters a delay,
enters a queue, or is disposed.
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The simulation model
The simulation model build is shown in figure 38. The demand is created by a maximum of
five classes. This is done by the demand class modules and the demand is also recorded.
When there is a demand it is checked by the decision modules whether or not it will be
delivered to the customer or not. This is done by looking at the inventory at that moment. In
the decide modules the critical levels also can be given. When the demand will not be fulfilled
it will be recorded per demand class and the lost sale will be disposed.
In the "Order up to" module the inventory level S can be set. When demand is accepted one
item is taken out of "Available stock" module and a duplicate is sent for the
replenishment/repair of the item. With the repair/replenishment there is a possibility to
simulate the batching of orders. This is not necessary because the tool uses a one-by-one
replenishment procedure.

The process module "repair or lead time" determines how long it takes for an item to get back
into the available stock.
At the end all the fulfilled demand is recorded and is disposed.

On Stock

BatchorderOA

re pad

Figure 38: Arena model
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Appendix 8:

Source code tool

In this appendix the source code of the tool is given. It is from the delpi program , which was
used to program the tool:

unit procedures;
interface
uses SysUtils;
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure

ReadData (filename: TFilename) ;
Calculate;
Evaluate;
SaveResultslntoExcel (filename : TFilename);

implementation
uses mytypes, Math, main, Dialogs, Classes, ComObj;

II ********************************** ******************************************
procedure ReadData (filename : TFilename);
var Part : TPart;
Excel : variant;
regel, kolom, i : integer;
begin
Mainform .memo. lines.clear;
//if necessary: clean up old Parts-fist
if Parts <> nil
then
begin
while Parts. Count <> O do
begin
Part := Parts[O];
Parts. Remove(Part);
Part.Free;
end;
end;
Parts.Free;
/land create new Parts-list
Parts := TList. Create;
//now read in the Excel file and store the subsequent parts in the list
excel := createoleobject('Excel.Application ') ;
excel. workbooks. open(FileName) ;
excel.sheets[1 ].activate;
//first sheet
II excel.sheets['Sheet11.activate;
!!read number of demand classes k
regel := 2;
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k := strtoint (excel.cells[regel, 1].text) ;
regel := 5;
while excel.cells[regel, 1].text <> "do
begin
I/read part-info
Part := TPart.create;
Parts.Add(Part);
Part.ppn
:= excel.cells[regel, 1].text;
Mainform.memo.lines.add(Part.ppn);
Part.description := excel.cells[regel, 4].text;
Part.mu
:= strtofloat(excel.cells[regel, 6]. text) ;
kolom := 6;
for i := 1 to k do
Part.m[i] := strtofloat(excel.cells[regel, kolom+i].text) ;
if Part.m[1] = 0 then Part.m[1] := 0.0001 ; 111februari2007
kolom := kolom + k;
for i := 1 to k do
Part.bmin[i] := strtofloat(excel.cells[regel, kolom+i].text) I 100;
//in case of evaluation: here the c-values and S-value are stored
kolom := kolom + k;
for i := 1 to k do
Part. evalc[i-1] := strtoint(excel. cells[regel, kolom+i]. text);
/IS-value
kolom := kolom + k + 1;
Part.evalS := strtoint(excel.cells[regel, kolom].text);
FirstFreeColumn := kolom + 1; //kolom points to first empty column (there are also k
other variables left)
inc(regel);
end; //while excel.cells[regel, 1].text <> "do

II excel. workbooks.close;
end; //procedure ReadData

II *********************************************** *****************************
procedure Registrate_Best (Part: TPart);
var i, Sumc : integer;
begin
Sumc := O;
for i := 0 to (k-1) do Sumc := Sumc + Part.c[i];
if (Sumc < SavedSumc)
then
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begin
SavedSumc := Sumc;
for i :=Oto k do Part.Savedc[i] := Part.c[i];
for i := t to k do Part.Savedb[i] := Part.b[i];
end;
end; //procedure Registrate_Best

II ****************************************************************************
procedure Registrate_Final (Part: TPart);
var txt, scO, sc t , sc2, sc3, sc4, sS : string;
i : integer;
begin
txt := Part.ppn;
for i := 25 downto LENGTH(txt) do txt := txt + ' ';
if (k = 5)
then
begin
scO := inttostr(Part.Savedc[O]) ; for i := 5 downto LENGTH(scO) do scO := scO + '';
set := inttostr(Part.Savedc[t]) ; for i := 5 downto LENGTH(sct) do set :=set+'';
sc2 := inttostr(Part.Savedc[2]) ; for i := 5 downto LENGTH(sc2) do sc2 := sc2 + '';
sc3 := inttostr(Part.Savedc[3]) ; for i := 5 downto LENGTH(sc3) do sc3 := sc3 + '';
sc4 := inttostr(Part.Savedc[4]); for i := 5 downto LENGTH(sc4) do sc4 := sc4 + '';
sS := inttostr(Part.Savedc[5]) ; for i := 5 downto LENGTH(sS) do sS := sS + ' ';
mainform.Memo.lines.add(txt +
'c[O] = '+ scO +
'c[t]= '+set+
'c[2] = ' + sc2 +
'c[3] = '+ sc3 +
'cf4] = '+ sc4 +
'S =' + sS +
'b[t] = '+ floattostrf(Part.Savedb[t],fffixed,8,3) + ' ' +
'b[2] = '+ floattostrf(Part.Savedb[2],fffixed,8,3) + '
+
'b[3] = '+ floattostrf(Part.Savedb[3],fffixed,8,3) + ' '+
'b[4] = ' + floattostrf(Part.Savedb[4],fffixed,8,3) + '
+
'b[5] = '+ floattostrf(Part.Savedb[5],fffixed,8,3) + ' ') ;
end;
if (k = 4)
then
begin
scO := inttostr(Part.Savedc[O]) ; for i := 5 downto LENGTH(scO) do scO := scO + ' ';
set := inttostr(Part.Savedc[t]) ; for i := 5 downto LENGTH(sct) do set :=set+'';
sc2 := inttostr(Part.Savedc[2]); for i := 5 downto LENGTH(sc2) do sc2 := sc2 + '';
sc3 := inttostr(Part.Savedc[3]); for i := 5 downto LENGTH(sc3) do sc3 := sc3 + '';
sS := inttostr(Part.Savedc[4]) ; for i := 5 downto LENGTH(sS) do sS := sS + '';
mainform.Memo.lines.add(txt +
'c[O] = '+ scO +
'c[t]= '+set+
'cf2] = ' + sc2 +
'c[3] = '+ sc3 +
'S =' + sS +
'b[t] = '+ floattostrf(Part.Savedb[t],fffixed,8,3) + '
+
'b[2] = '+ f/oattostrf(Part.Savedb[2],fffixed,8,3) + '
+
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'b[3] = '+ floattostrf(Part.Savedb[3],fffixed,8,3) + '
'b[4] = '+ floattostrf(Part.Savedb[4],fffixed,8,3) + '

+
');

end;
if (k =3)
then
begin
sea := inttostr(Part.Savedc[a]); for i := 5 downto LENGTH(sca) do sea := sea+ ' ';
sc1 := inttostr(Part.Savedc[1]); for i := 5 downto LENGTH(sc1) do sc1 := sc1 + '';
sc2 := inttostr(Part.Savedc[2]); for i := 5 downto LENGTH(sc2) do sc2 := sc2 + '';
sS := inttostr(Part.Savedc[3]); for i := 5 downto LENGTH(sS) do sS := sS + '';
mainform.Memo.lines.add(txt +
'cfa] = · + sea +
'c{ 1} = ' + SC 1 +
'c[2] = ' + sc2 +
'S =' + sS +
'b[1] = '+ floattostrf(Part.Savedb[1],fffixed,8,3) + '
+
'b[2] = '+ floattostrf(Part.Savedb[2],fffixed,8, 3) + ' '+
'b[3] = '+ floattostrf(Part.Savedb[3],fffixed,8,3) + ' ');
end;
if (k =2)
then
begin
sea := inttostr(Part.Savedc[a]) ; for i := 5 downto LENGTH(sca) do sea:= sea+ '';
sc1 := inttostr(Part.Savedc[1]); for i := 5 downto LENGTH(sc1) do sc1 := sc1 + '';
sS := inttostr(Part.Savedc[2]); for i := 5 downto LENGTH(sS) do sS := sS + '';
mainform.Memo.lines.add(txt +
'c[a] = ' + sea +
'c[1]= '+sc1 +
'S =' + sS +
'b[1] = '+ floattostrf(Part.Savedb[1],fffixed,8,3) + '
+
'b[2] = '+ floattostrf(Part.Savedb[2],fffixed,8,3) + ' ');
end;
if (k = 1)
then
begin
sea:= inttostr(Part.Savedc[a]); for i := 5 downto LENGTH(sca) do sea := sea+ '';
sS := inttostr(Part.Savedc[1]); for i := 5 downto LENGTH(sS) do sS := sS + '';
mainform.Memo.lines.add(txt +
'c{a] = ' + sea +
'S =' + sS +
'b[1] = '+ floattostrf(Part.Savedb[1],fffixed,8,3) + ' ');
end;
end; //procedure Registrate_Final

II ****************************************************************************
function tac (n : integer) : extended;
var f : extended;
i: integer;
begin
f ."= 1;
if n >= 2
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then
begin
for i := 2 to n do f := f * i;
end;
result:= f;
end; //function tac

II ******** ** ** ****************************************** ************ **********
function Somm (Part: TPart; n : integer) : extended;
var som : extended;
j : integer;
begin
som := O;
for j := 1 to k do
if (n > Part.c[j-1}) then som := som + Part.m[j]; //c[j-1] is critical level for class j
result := som;
end; //function somm

II ****************************************************************************
function SumP (Part : TPart; n, c : integer) : extended;
vars : extended;
i: integer;
begin
s := O;
for i := n to c do

s := s + Part.p[i];

result:= s;
end; //function SumP

II *********** *************************************** ******* *** *************** *
procedure Calculate;
var co, c 1, c2, c3, c4, c5 : integer;
i, ip : integer;
finished : boolean;
Part : TPart;
procedure BaseCalculations (Part : TPart) ;
var n, j : integer;
somps : extended;
I/sum of all probabilities
base : extended;
begin
//calculate all probabilities, first relative to p[O]
somps := O;
for n := 1 to Part.S do
begin
(*
if (Somm(Part, n) = 0)
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then showmessage ('halt: Somm = 0 - contact K. Huibers at 040 - 2472693') ;
try
base:= Part.mu I Somm (Part, n);
Part.p[n] :=power (base, n) * fac(n);
except on ERangeError do
begin
showmessage ('range check error');
showmessage ('');
end;
end;

*)
if (Somm(Part, n) <> 0)
then
begin
base:= Part.mu I Somm (Part, n);
Part.p[n] :=power (base, n) * fac(n) ;
end
else
Part.p[n] := O;

somps := somps + Part.p[n];
end; //for n := 1 to Part.S do
//calculate p[O]
Part.p[O] := 1 I (1 + somps);
//calculate the other probabilities, with the value of p[O]
for n := 1 to Part. S do
begin
Part.p[n] := Part.p[n] * Part.p[O];
end; //for n := 1 to Part. S do
//calculate sum of probabilities, must be 1
somps := O;
for n := 0 to Part.S do
begin
somps := somps + Part.p[n];
end; //for n := 1 to Part.S do
if (ABS(somps - 1) > 0.001)
then showmessage ('halt: Sum probabilities <> 1 - contact K. Huibers at 040 2472693') ;
//calculate fill rates
for j := k downto 1 do
begin
Part.b[j] := 1 - SumP (Part, 0, Part.c[j-1]);
end;
end; //procedure BaseCalculations
begin //body Calculate
//initialize ****************************************************************
Mainform. memo. lines.clear;
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//for all parts of the parts-list ******************************* ************
for ip := t to Parts. Count do
begin
I/get part
Part := Parts[ip- t ];
/Iinits
Part.S := O;
finished := false;
cO := O; ct := O; c2 := O; c3 := O; c4 := O; c5 := O;
//increment S by t and recalculate everything until finished
while not finished do
begin
inc(Part.S);
SavedSumc := Maxlnt;
//enumeration depending on number of demand classes k
if (k = 5)
then
begin
for c5 := Part.S to Part.S do
begin
for c4 := c5 down to 0 do
begin
for c3 := c4 downto O do
begin
for c2 := c3 downto O do
begin
for c1 := c2 downto 0 do
begin
for co := 0 to 0 do
begin
//basic calculation ******* *********** ** **************** *****
//using these critical levels
Part.c[O] :=co; Part.c[1] :=ct ; Part.c[2] := c2;
Part.c[3] := c3; Part.c[4] := c4; Part.c[5] := c5;
BaseCalculations (Part) ;
if (Part.b[1] >= Part.bmin[1]) and
(Part.b[2] >= Part.bmin[2]) and
(Part.b[3] >= Part.bmin[3]) and
(Part.b[4] >= Part.bmin[4]) and
(Part.b[5] >= Part.bmin[5])
then
begin
finished := true; //do not further increment S
//registration - for the time being
registrate_Best (Part);
end;
end; //for co := 0 to 0 do
end; //for ct := c2 downto 0 do
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end; //for c2 := c3 downto Odo
end; //for c3 := c4 downto 0 do
end; //for c4 := c5 downto Odo
end; //for c5 := Part.S to Part.S do
end; //if (k = 5)
if (k = 4)
then
begin
for c4 := Part.S to Part.S do
begin
for c3 := c4 downto O do
begin
for c2 := c3 downto O do
begin
for ct := c2 down to 0 do
begin
for cO := 0 to 0 do
begin
//basic calculation *****************************************
//using these critical levels
Part.c[O] :=co; Part.c[t] :=ct; Part.c[2] := c2;
Part.c[3] := c3; Part.c[4] := c4;
BaseCalculations (Part);
if (Part.b[t] >= Part.bmin[t]) and
(Part.b[2] >= Part.bmin[2]) and
(Part.b[3] >= Part.bmin[3]) and
(Part.b[4] >= Part.bmin[4])
then
begin
finished := true; //do not further increment S
//registration - for the time being
registrate_Best (Part);
end;
end; //for co:= 0 to Odo
end; //for ct := c2 downto Odo
end; //for c2 := c3 downto 0 do
end; //for c3 := c4 downto Odo
end; //for c4 := Part.S to Part.S do
end; //if (k = 4)
if (k =3)
then
begin
for c3 := Part.S to Part.S do
begin
for c2 := c3 downto 0 do
begin
for ct := c2 down to 0 do
begin
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for co := 0 to 0 do
begin
//basic calculation ********* ************************ ********
//using these critical levels
Part.c[O] := cO; Part.c[t] :=ct ; Part.c[2] := c2;
Part.c[3] := c3;
BaseCalculations (Part);
if (Part.b[t] >= Part.bmin[t]) and
(Part.b[2] >= Part.bmin[2]) and
(Part.b[3] >= Part.bmin[3])
then
begin
finished := true; //do not further increment S
/!registration - for the time being
registrate_Best (Part);
end;
end; //for co := 0 to 0 do
end; //for ct := c2 downto 0 do
end; //for c2 := c3 downto Odo
end; //for c3 := Part.S to Part.S do
end; //if (k = 3)
if (k =2)
then
begin
for c2 := Part.S to Part. S do
begin
for ct := c2 down to 0 do
begin
for co := 0 to 0 do
begin
//basic calculation *****************************************
//using these critical levels
Part.c[O] := cO; Part.c[t] :=ct ; Part.c[2] := c2;
BaseCalculations (Part) ;
if (Part.b[t] >= Part.bmin[t]) and
(Part.b[2] >= Part.bmin[2])
then
begin
finished := true; //do not further increment S
//registration - for the time being
registrate_ Best (Part);
end;
end; //for co := Oto Odo
end; //for ct := c2 downto 0 do
end; //for c2 := Part.S to Part.S do
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end; //if (k = 2)
if (k = 1)
then
begin
for c1 := Part.S to Part.S do
begin
for co := O to 0 do
begin
I/basic calculation *****************************************
//using these critical levels
Part.c[O] := cO; Part.c[1] := c1 ;
BaseCalculations (Part);
if (Part.b[1] >= Part.bmin[1])
then
begin
finished := true; I/do not further increment S
//registration - for the time being
registrate_Best (Part) ;
end;
end; //for co:= 0 to Odo
end; //for c1 := Part.S to Part.S do
end; /lit (k = 1)

end; //while not finished do
Registrate_ Final(Part);
end; //for ip := 1 to Parts.Count do
end; //procedure Calculate

II ********************************** ************* ********* ********************
procedure Evaluate;
var co, c1 , c2, c3, c4, c5 : integer;
i, ip : integer;
finished : boolean;
Part : TPart;
procedure BaseCalculations (Part: TPart) ;
var n, j : integer;
//sum of all probabilities
somps : extended;
base : extended;
begin
//calculate all probabilities, first relative to p[O]
somps := O;
for n := 1 to Part. S do
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begin
(*
if (Somm(Part, n) = 0)
then showmessage ('halt: Somm = 0 - contact K. Huibers at 040 - 2472693');
try
base := Part.mu I Somm (Part, n) ;
Part.p[n] :=power (base, n) * fac(n);
except on ERangeError do
begin
showmessage ('range check error');
showmessage ('');
end;
end;

*)
if (Somm(Part, n) <> 0)
then
begin
base := Part.mu I Somm (Part, n);
Part.p[n] :=power (base, n) * fac(n) ;
end
else
Part.p[n] := O;

somps := somps + Part.p[n];
end; //for n := 1 to Part.S do
//calculate p[O]
Part.p[O] := 1 I (1 + somps);
//calculate the other probabilities, with the value of p[O]
for n := 1 to Part.S do
begin
Part.p[n] := Part.p[n] * Part.p[Oj;
end; //for n := 1 to Part.S do
//calculate sum of probabilities, must be 1
somps := O;
for n := 0 to Part.S do
begin
somps := somps + Part.p[n];
end; //for n := 1 to Part.S do
if (ABS(somps - 1) > 0.001)
then showmessage ('halt: Sum probabilities <> 1 - contact K. Huibers at 040 2472693') ;
//calculate fill rates
for j := k downto 1 do
begin
Part.b[j] := 1 - SumP (Part, 0, Part.c[j-1]) ;
end;
end; //procedure BaseCalculations
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begin //body Evaluate
//initialize ****************************************************************
Mainform. memo. lines.clear;
//for all parts of the parts-list *** ****** **********************************
for ip := 1 to Parts. Count do
begin
I/get part
Part := Parts[ip-1 ];
//inits
Part.S

:= Part.evalS;

if k = 5
then
begin
Part.c[O] := Part.evalc[O];
Part.c[3] := Part.evalc[3];
end;
if k = 4
then
begin
Part.c[O] := Part.evalc[O];
Part.c[3] := Part.evalc[3];
end;
if k = 3
then
begin
Part.c[O] := Part.evalc[O];
Part.c[3] := Part.evalS;
end;
if k = 2
then
begin
Part.c[O] := Part.evalc[O];
end;
if k = 1
then
begin
Part.c[O] := Part.evalc[O];
end;

Part.c[1]
Part.c[4]

:= Part.evalc[1]; Part.c[2] := Part.evalc[2];
:= Part.evalc[4]; Part.c[5] := Part.evalS;

Part.c[1]
Part.c[4]

:= Part.evalc[1]; Part.c[2] := Part.evalc[2];
:= Part.evalS;

Part.c[1]

:= Part.evalc[1]; Part.c[2] := Part.evalc[2];

Part.c[1]

:= Part.evalc[1]; Part.c[2] := Part.evalS;

Part.c[1]

:= Part.evalS;

SavedSumc := Maxlnt;
BaseCalculations (Part);
registrate_Best (Part) ;
Registrate_Final(Part);
end; //for ip

:= 1 to Parts.Count do

end; //procedure Evaluate

II ****************************************************************************
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procedure SaveResultslntoExcel (filename: TFilename);
var Part : TPart;
Excel : variant;
regel, kolom, i : integer;
p: integer;
begin
I/open Excel-file
excel := createoleobject('Excel.Application ') ;
excel. workbooks. open(FileName);
excel.sheets[1 ].activate;
//first sheet
/Isome text-info
regel := 4;
kolom := FirstFreeColumn;

{
if mode = moCalculate then Excel. Cells [regel-2, kolom + 1] := 'CALCULATE';
if mode = mo Evaluate then Excel. Cells [regel-2, kolom + 1] := 'EVALUATE';
for i := Oto (k-1) do
Excel. Cells [regel, kolom+ 1+i](*. text*) := 'c[' + lntToStr(i+ 1) +
kolom := kolom + k + 1;
Excel.Cells [regel, kolom](*.text*) := 'S';
kolom := kolom;
for i := 1 to k do
Excel.Cells [regel, kolom+i](*.text*)

T;

:= 'b[' + lntToStr(i) + T;

regel := 4; /lone line before data
for p := 1 to Parts. Count do
begin
Part := Parts[p-1 ];
inc(regel);
kolom := FirstFreeColumn;
for i := 0 to k do
Excel.Cells [regel, kolom+ 1+i](*.text*) := lntToStr(Part.savedc[i]);
kolom := kolom + k + 1;
for i := 1 to k do
Excel.Cells [regel, kolom+i](*.text*) := FloatToStrF(Part.savedb[i], fffixed, 8, 3);
end; //for p := 1 to Parts. Count do

}
if mode = moCalculate
then
begin
kolom := FirstFreeColumn;
Excel. Cells [regel-2, kolom + 1] := 'CALCULATE';
for i :=Oto (k-1) do
Excel.Cells [regel, kolom+ 1+i](*.text*) := 'c[' + lntToStr(i+ 1) +
kolom := kolom + k + 1;
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Excel.Cells [regel, kolom](*.text*) := 'S';
kolom := kolom;
for i := 1 to k do
Excel.Cells [regel, kolom+i](*.text*) := 'b[' + lntToStr(i) + ]';
regel := 4; /l one line before data
for p := 1 to Parts. Count do
begin
Part := Parts[p-1 ];
inc(regel);
kolom := FirstFreeColumn;
for i := O to k do
Excel. Cells [regel, kolom+ 1+i](*. text*) := lntToStr(Part.savedc[i]);
kolom := kolom + k + 1;
for i := 1 to k do
Excel. Cells [regel, kolom+i](*. text*) := FloatToStrF(Part.savedb[i], fffixed, 8, 3) ;
end; //for p := 1 to Parts.Count do
end;

if mode = moEvaluate
then
begin
kolom := FirstFreeColumn + 2 * k + 2;
Excel. Cells [regel-2, kolom + 1] := 'EVALUATE';
for i :=Oto (k-1) do
Excel. Cells [regel, kolom+ 1+i](*. text*) := 'c[' + lntToStr(i+ 1) + ]';
kolom := kolom + k + 1;
Excel.Cells [regel, kolom](*.text*) := 'S';
kolom := kolom;
for i := 1 to k do
Excel.Cells [regel, kolom+i](*.text*) := 'b[' + lntToStr(i) + ]';
regel := 4; /l one line before data
for p := 1 to Parts. Count do
begin
Part := Parts[p- 1] ;
inc(regel);
kolom := FirstFreeColumn + 2 * k + 2;
for i := 0 to k do
Excel. Cells [regel, kolom+ 1+i](*. text*) := lntToStr(Part.savedc[i]) ;
kolom := kolom + k + 1;
for i := 1 to k do
Excel.Cells [regel, kolom+i](*.text*) := FloatToStrF(Part.savedb[i], fffixed, 8, 3);
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end; //for p := 1 to Parts.Count do
end;

excel. workbooks.close;
end; //procedure SaveResultslntoExcel

end.
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